Why Become An Academy Scholar Member

As a scholar member, you will:

- Join small groups led by experts in the field of education research, program and project design, and education scholarship
- Have 5 hours of access to quantitative or qualitative research experts, paid for by the Academy (not available for trainees)
- Attend scholar-focused “special seminars” such as How to Create a Survey, and How to Run a Focus Group
- Meet with an Academy Director for a one-on-one consultation about your scholarly interests or project
- Have access to all other Academy offerings, including the professional development seminar series and twice-yearly retreats

As a scholar member, your commitment involves attending at least 4 of the 6 scheduled Zoom scholar meetings and presenting a work-in-progress to the group annually.

If you have any questions about becoming a Scholar member, please contact Lori Newman, Co-Director of the BCH Academy for Teaching and Educational Innovation and Scholarship.